PLAYER
INFORMATION
Learn all about this new way
to play a classic game!

HOW TO PLAY
ROLL TO WIN CRAPS
Your first bet will be on the Pass Line.
Someone will throw the dice (this person is the Shooter).
If they roll a 2, 3, 7, 11 or 12 on their first roll (known as the
Come Out Roll), the game ends.
Any other number rolled will be established as the Point.
Rolls after the Point is established continue until the Point is
rolled or a 7 is rolled.
When a 7 is rolled, a new player will become the shooter.

PLACING BETS
Start the betting

Determine the bet amount.

Touch the bet area.

Once there are credits in the machine, place a bet by selecting
a chip value and either dragging the chip to your chosen
betting spot or tapping the bet location. Generally, tapping
multiple times will add additional chips.

HOT SHOOTER JACKPOT
• HOT SHOOTER JACKPOT side game is
determined by the ROLL COUNT of a
SHOOTER.
• This side game bet can be placed during the
bet time of the COME OUT ROLL after a 7 OUT.
• The ROLL COUNT is the number of consecutive
games in which the SHOOTER rolled the dice
from the COME OUT ROLL after a 7 OUT until
the next 7 OUT.

TIPS and TRICKS
(dice rules, etiquette)
SOME TIPS

You might want to add an
Odds bet to your Pass line and
Come bets. Some bets and
numbers have nicknames
or superstitions:
Don’t say 7. It’s considered unlucky at the table!
11 is “yo-leven” and it’s VERY lucky!
Be sure to use your player's card!
Remember to tip your dealer!

DICE RULES

When your screen says “You Are the Shooter!” you get to
throw the dice!

The dealer will pass the dice to you. Generally you must hit the
table and the side wall at the opposite end of the table with the
dice. If you don’t, the dealer may call the roll invalid, but you will
probably get to try again. If you don’t want to shoot the dice,
that’s ok! You can pass.

WHERE TO FIND ODDS INFORMATION
IN THE GAME

Craps has a lot of options. To see the Odds and rules for any
bet space, select EASY HELP and bring up this screen.
Press any area highlighted in blue to get more information.

Want more information?

Scan the QR Code for more information, visit
www.aruzegaming.com/table-games/roll-to-win-craps/
or you can always ask the dealer!

